Josef Auboeck Promoted to Managing Director
Austin, TX and Oakland, CA (July 23, 2020) – Presidio Investors LLC (“Presidio”) announced today the
promotion of Josef Auboeck to Managing Director. He will also be serving as a member of the firm’s
Investment Committee. Josef is a senior member of Presidio’s investment team, and he has played a
critical role in leading the sourcing, due diligence, monitoring, and exit of several investments since
joining the firm in 2013. He currently sits on the board of several Presidio portfolio companies, including
Bravas, Golden Pear Funding, and Elevate Semiconductor, and he previously served on the board of
Lindora Clinic.
Prior to joining Presidio Investors in 2013, Mr. Auboeck was as an Associate at Benefida
Unternehmerkapital, a German private equity firm targeting the lower middle market. He also held a
Manager position in KPMG’s restructuring group, where he focused on turnarounds in the technology
and energy sectors. He holds an MBA from the University of California, Berkeley, and a Bachelor’s in
Business Administration from the Vienna University of Business Administration and Economics.
Karl Schade, Managing Partner at Presidio, says "We are thrilled to recognize Josef’s contributions by
promoting him to a Managing Director of the firm. He has been an integral member of the team and has
demonstrated excellence both as an investment professional and as someone who can step seamlessly
into an operational role. Josef has contributed significantly to Presidio’s performance to date, and we
are pleased to be able to recognize him as a senior member of the firm.”
Adds Chris Puscasiu, Managing Partner, “Josef is a leader on the team, and he embodies the culture we
are building at Presidio. We are excited to promote Josef to Managing Director and to invite him to join
the Investment Committee, and we continue to see him as a key part of the firm’s future.”
About Presidio Investors
Presidio Investors, www.presidioinvestors.com, a private equity firm based in Austin, TX, and Oakland,
CA, was founded in 2007 to pursue exceptional lower and middle-market investments. The firm’s
experienced investment professionals specialize in growth-oriented buyouts in the Media/Technology
Services and Financial Services industries. The entire Presidio Investors team also has substantial
operating experience and works side-by-side with management teams to help achieve the best possible
outcome for all stakeholders.
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